We investigate the derivation of Markov model structures from text corpora. The structure of a Markov model is its number of states plus the set of outputs and transitions with non-zero probability. The domain of the investigated models is part-of-speech tagging.
MOTIVATION
Generally, the structures of Markov models in the domains of speech recognition and part-of-tagging are fixed (manually predetermined), and parameter estimation is restricted to probability estimation. An exception are models that use an automatic clustering algorithm to determine categories, which in turn determine the number of states and their outputs. But this still leaves out the transitional structure and, even more important, assigns each word to one and only one category. Very often is is useful to assign a word to more than one category, since the transitional probabilities for a word heavily depend on its category and can be very different for the different uses of a word.
On the one hand, n-gram-models as used in part-of-speech tagging make the implicit assumption that all words belonging to the same category have a similar distribution in a corpus. This is not true in most of the cases. On the other hand, several Merent categories will exhibit the same sta-'1 a m grateful to Brigitte Krenn and Christer Samuelsson for comments on an earlier version of the paper.
tistical distribution suggesting that they could be combined.
Section 2. describes model merging, a technique to derive more general models from s p d c ones as applied to partof-speech tagging. Section 3. introduces model splitting, the opposite of model merging which derives more specific models from general models. Sections 4. and 5. demonstrate the benefits of combining these techniques.
MODEL MERGING
Model merging is a technique for inducing model parameters for Markov models from a text corpus. It was introduced in [Omohundro, 19921 and [Stolcke and Omohundro, 19941 to induce models for regular languages from a few samples, and adapted to natural language models in [Brants, 19951 and [Brants, 19961. Model merging induces Markov models in the following way: merging starts with an initial, very specialized model. There is exactly one path in the model for each utterance in the corpus and each path is used by one utterance only. Each path is assigned the same probability I/u, where U is the number of utterances in the corpus. This model is named the trivial model Mt7.v. It exactly matches the corpus.
States of the trivial model are merged successively. Two states are selected and removed and a new merged state is added. The transitions from and to the old states are redirected to the new state, the transition probabilities are adjusted to maximize the likelihood of the corpus; the outputs are joined and their probabilities are also adjusted to maximize the likelihood.
The criterion for selecting states to merge is the probability of the Markov model generating the training corpus S. We want this probability to stay as high as possible. Of all possible merges (generally, there are k(k -1)/2 possible merges, with k the number of states) we take the merge that results in the minimal change of the probability. For the trivial model and U pairwise different utterances the probability is p(S]Mtriv) = l/uu. The probability either stays constant or decreases. It never increases because the trivial model is the maximum likelihood model, i.e., it maximizes the probability of the corpus given the model.
Model merging stops when a predefined threshold for the corpus probability is reached. Some statistically motivated criteria for termination are discussed in [Stolcke and Omohundro, 19941. For a part-of-speech tagging task, we need a modified merging procedure for the following reason. After merging states that emit the same word, but with different tags, the one with the smaller probability gets 'overridden". Since we aze looking for the tag sequence with maximal probability, the state will always choose the word/tag pair with higher prob ability and never the other one.
There are two solutions to this problem. (a) Forbid the merge of states that emit the same word with different tags. (b) Handle lexical and contextual probabilities separately, and apply merging to contextual probabilities only.
Alternative (a) was chosen in [Brants, 19951. Approach (b) is used in this paper and described in the following section.
Context Merging
Merging states gl and 42 in the original model merging procedure results in using the following probabilities for transitions originating in 41 and 92:
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Before merging Instead of performing the full merge, we use the following restricted merge, that only combines the context: After context merging, one can still determine the lexical probabilities for each of the states, and not the joint probability only for states q1 and 42. This better reflects the partof-speech tagging task, where we have to assign a unique tag to each word. Context merging, as opposed to the original model merging, does not shadow tags for some words. In the case of splitting a state ql, we use
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Before splitting where 3 is some subset of states, and i its complement.
Finding Good Splits
Model splitting tries to find "interesting" information sources, i.e., information sources for which the conditional probability considerably vary from those which use the smaller context only, and for which enough data exists to make reliable estimates.
The quality of splits is quantified by the divergenee Dit, of the resulting probability distributions, which is based on the relative entropy (or Kullback-Leibler distance) D:
for two probability distributions P and Q. Let qa and qb be states that maximize maxDiv(P(-lqi, tqJ ql), P ( -l e , 41)).
These two states are assumed not to both be in s because of the high divergence of their respective probability distributions. Starting with these two states, we build two sets, one of which contains states yielding probability distributions that are closer to qa, the other one containing states yielding distributions closer to qb.
Without loss of generality, qo is put into s (and qb into 3).
For all other states qk f &, (qk # qa,qb), we determine If the k reached by qo, then q k is added to s, otherwise to 8. At the end, the split is performed on the basis of s and its complement.
COMBINING MERGING AND SPLITTING
When creating a language model of fixed order from a corpus (e.g., a bigram model), one can observe that some of the states have mud more occurrences in the corpus than are needed for reliable probability estimates of their transitions, while others occur so seldom that their probability estimates are very unreliable.
The model is improved by specializing those parts for which there is sufficient data for splitting, by generalizing those parts for which there is insdicient data, and by leaving the rest untouched. Generalizing is done by model merging, specializing by model splitting. This results in the algorithm shown in figure 2.
We use a data driven approach to determine which states to merge and which ones to split. The tagging results using this model are shown in table l(e).
The are slightly, but not significantly better than those for linear interpolation.
CONCLUSION
We introduced model sphtting, and a modification of model merging. Together, these two methods provide a powerful way to estimate the structure of a Markov model. We concentrated on the transitional structure of the model.
An experiment with a part-of-speech tagging task showed that the combination of model merging and model splitting is at least as powerful as linear interpolation of n-grams, which is a state-of-the-art technique.
